
Scaling Bootcamp
Retargeting 



I am Samantha Melhorn
I’m here because I love Facebook Advertising. 

Hello!

Retargeting



What is 
Retargeting? 
Hmm… good question.
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Retargeting



“

“Retargeting converts window-shoppers into buyers.”



Retargeting… 

◉ Retargeting is one of the most effective, 
most under-utilized marketing strategies  

◉ Allows you to have a second chance with 
the potential prospects

◉ Less expensive than targeting cold traffic



How to Retarget…  

◉ Target website users with a new offer
◉ Target those that bounced from the opt-in 

with the same offer
◉ Create an “omni-presence” using multiple 

channels
◉ Increase your show-up rates to events
◉ Re-engage opt-outs
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How to use your website traffic 

◉ Pixel is silently building you an audience
◉ “Warm” leads
◉ Less expensive (average of $10-$15 

dollars cheaper per lead)



8 @ $29.43 vs. 1 @ $234.76
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Retarget with the same offer 

◉ Show ads to those that landed on your 
page, but didn’t opt-in

◉ Catch buyers who weren’t ready the first 
time

◉ Use urgency & scarcity to encourage your 
prospect to act soon

Ex. [Offer ends 3/7/18]

Only 3 days left! 

Only 100 spots available
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Retarget with the same offer 

◉ Creates an omni-presence 
(Baader-Meinhof Phenomenon) 

◉ Brand gains traction and recognition
◉ Increases the likelihood of your prospect 

taking action



Let’s walk through an example…  

Joe is on his computer and sees an 
ad for this video…

He clicks it, but they want his email 
address to watch it. 

He thinks, “eh… not now.” And exits 
the page. 



A few days later on Joe’s on the 
couch, doing a little web surfing and 
what do you know… 

There’s that video he saw.

But he’s on his phone right now so it 
might be hard to watch… maybe 
later.



Now, it’s Monday morning and Joe’s 
back at work.

Before he jumps in to crank out 
through his email, he decides to 
catch up on the news. 

And there.. At the bottom of a 
trusted article is that video.



Joe’s problem is still on the top of his mind… and now, so is your 
brand.

You’ve addressed his problem… 

Your name has popped up enough times that he recognizes it… 

Your article appears at the bottom of publication he trusts… 

The right time + the right place = opt-in. 



And the best part is, Facebook will 
distribute it for you! 

Simply check the places you want to 
use during your ad set-up. 

TIP: Set-up Instagram ads & 
Messenger ads differently



Using Messenger

◉ A conversation is the new lead… 
◉ People want to business with people, not 

businesses, which means it’s more important 
than ever to engage with one-on-one 
interactions. 

◉ Messenger allows you to that.



Quick Messenger Example… 

◉ Target those that opted in but 
didn’t buy to engage in a sales 
conversation

◉ Target those that landed on 
the page but didn’t take action 
with the chance to ask 
questions



Quick Messenger Example… 
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Increase Your Show Up Rate

◉ Works well for webinars, seminars or events
◉ Beneficial if you’re selling on your webinar 

and you want to make sure that as many 
people show up as possible

◉ Countdown ads (3 days left… 2 days left… 1 
day left… )
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Win Back Their Love… 

◉ Secret, super-effective method to win-back 
prospects

◉ Upload your list of “unsubscribers” into 
Facebook and target them with a new opt-in

◉ People unsubscribe for many reasons
◉ They’re already warm, they’re already familiar 

= less expensive lead



Review Retargeting Checklist ->
http://bit.ly/scaling-bootcamp-4

This week’s homework

Next week:  How to Extend Your Ad Reach with 
LinkedIn



Any questions ?
You can find us In the LS Mastery Group

◉ lsmastery@linkedselling.com

Thanks!

mailto:lsmastery@linkedselling.com

